ALZHEIMER’S TARGETS WOMEN’S BRAINS DECADES BEFORE SYMPTOMS SHOW – MARIA SHRIVER &
DR. LISA MOSCONI – #880
Dave Asprey:
You're listening to the Human Upgrade with Dave Asprey, formerly Bulletproof Radio. Today's show is
on a topic I care a lot about, because it's something that is preventable and something that is taking
away our elders, our village elders, the people whose job it is to hold wisdom and knowledge, and to
pass it on through multiple generations. We are losing lots of our elder wisdom to Alzheimer's disease.
It's something where about every 65 seconds, another person gets Alzheimer's, and about two thirds of
people who get it are women.
Dave:
So, this episode is a combination of two experts talking about Alzheimer's. One is a friend, an amazing
human being, award-winning journalist, producer, news anchor and author, Maria Shriver, who for 20
years has been working on Alzheimer's awareness with her nonprofit movement called the Women's
Alzheimer's Movement, and I am a meaningful funder of that movement.
Dave:
One of the reasons I believe so strongly in Alzheimer's research is that when we crack the code for
Alzheimer's, which is an inflammatory and immune and metabolic brain disease, it unlocks mental
performance, cognitive performance, and longevity for all of us, even if we don't get Alzheimer's. So, the
research that's happening here to understand this thing applies to everything, and a lot of the funded
Alzheimer's research went into my book, Head Strong.
Dave:
The second expert on the show today is neuroscientist and neuro nutritionist, Dr. Lisa Mosconi, who
focuses on brain science and the interaction of your brain with your microbiome and nutritional
genomics. She's looked into women's neurological health, and has been changing the way science
approaches the female brain, specifically early detection of Alzheimer's disease. Now, keep in mind, a
third of people who get Alzheimer's are men, so this recent search applies to everyone, but there may
be some hormonal or other genetic differences, and we need to understand where those come from.
Dave:
She explains that more than a decade of research shows that Alzheimer's starts with changes in your
brain years or probably decades before you have any symptoms whatsoever. What you'll learn in today's
episode applies to you, because the odds of you getting Alzheimer's, which is one of the four killers that
you've got to avoid so you have the opportunity to live to 180, well, the odds are high that you could get
it, and you don't want to.
Dave:
And also, if you follow what you'll learn here, your brain is going to work better now. And that's what I
really care about. I want you to show up all the way today, and I want you to show up all the way a
hundred years from today. Let's build that into the world, so that's our expectation for everyone, but
what you learn here is about that.
Dave:
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Today's guest is Maria Shriver. Her mission is moving humanity forward.
Dave:
And today, we're going to talk about a topic and cause that Maria's been championing for years. She's
been reporting on it, writing about it, fundraising for it, and bringing awareness to Alzheimer's disease,
especially in women. This started because in 2003, her father was diagnosed with Alzheimer's, and since
that time she hasn't stopped fighting for a cure, and has become one of the nation's premier Alzheimer's
advocates. For her, it's a spiritual, medical and emotional issue.
Dave:
Tell me what it was like when your father was diagnosed with, with Alzheimer's disease.
Maria Shriver:
Well, it was in 2003, as you mentioned, and the world was a very different place in regards to this
disease. There wasn't a lot of information about it. There was still a lot of fear about it. I think there's
still a lot of fear today, but there was really a hopelessness surrounding the disease, and there were a lot
more questions than there were answers.
Maria:
And so, when I found out that that's what he had, I immediately kind of started asking questions. I'm a
journalist, I'm naturally curious, and I found very few answers, and that would, that's what led me to
kind of keep pushing. As you mentioned, I wrote a children's book on the subject, and then I started just
looking for other platforms in which get the information out there, but they were platforms for me to
ask questions and get answers and then cull that information and put it out.
Dave:
Lisa, welcome to the show.
Lisa:
Hi. Thank you so much for having me.
Dave:
You've published more than a hundred peer-reviewed papers.
Dave:
And you've done a ton of research on this, and there's all kinds of directions you can go, especially when
you have a strong background in imaging, like you do. So, you can actually look at people's brains, which
I think is fascinating.
Dave:
I want to understand, how did you get into Alzheimer's disease? Because you could have gone in so
many directions. I mean, microbiome and all this, it's sort of like this tangled mess of topics, but you
ended up where you are now. How did you navigate that world of possibility to come up with the focus
that you have today?
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Lisa:
So, I've been looking into Alzheimer's disease ever since I was 18, and the reason being that I was
already studying neuroscience, so I was at the university. I started a little bit earlier and I was studying
neuroscience. And around that time, my grandmother started showing very clear science of cognitive
decline. I'm Italian, from Italy, and our healthcare system is not the best, right? So, there's no real
support system for patients with Alzheimer's disease. They stay in the home pretty much forever. And
so I experienced her decline in a very direct, fairly scary way.
Lisa:
And just a few years later, her two sisters also started showing exactly the same symptoms, whereas
their brother did not. And so, as a new scientist, my question was, why is that? Is there a connection
between Alzheimer disease and female sex, for example? Is it just my family that more women than
men are affected in, and my risk, right?
Dave:
Yeah.
Lisa:
What can I do, given my family history, to really make sure that I protect my brain, and when should I
start and what should I do?
Dave:
When someone finds out that a member of their family has Alzheimer's disease, I think we in be
immediately go to like the stage four, people can't remember their name and they're completely
disabled, but it's not like that. It's little things that happen first. What are the first things that happen, or
the first things that you experienced when it stuck in your family?
Maria:
Well, I think it actually, to go back to what you said, when people get diagnosed with Alzheimer's, they
kind of go into shock. I think that's still what happens. I think what happens is that there are small
moments along the way that we all disregard. I think the challenge to be present in our own lives is a
challenge, really, for all of us. The challenge to take note of our health is a challenge for all of us.
Maria:
What we now know is that Alzheimer's is present in the brain, doing its work for about 20 years before
diagnosis. So, getting people to pay attention to the small changes is a challenge. Getting that
information out there. Encouraging people to see a neurologist is a scary thing. People say like, "I don't
want to know if I have Alzheimer's. I don't want to know if there's something going on, because there's
nothing I can do about it."
Dave:
Do you know why? Why is Alzheimer's more... why is it hitting more women's brains than men's brains?
Lisa:
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Hmm. There are many theories. There are many theories. And the fact that women live a little bit longer
than men, of course, is not something that we should underestimate. But I think there are a lot more,
there's a lot more to that than meets the eye, and all my research of the past 10 years has been focused
on that. And what we have shown is that it's not just that women live longer, but it's more like that
women tend to develop Alzheimer's earlier than men.
Lisa:
So, we have done a ton of brain imaging studies, and we have shown two things. Number one,
Alzheimer's disease is not a disease of old age, but rather, the disease starts with negative changes in
brain years if not decades before any clinical symptoms emerge. So, we're looking at midlife rather than
when you're 70 or 80. And the second fact that we have shown is that women tend to develop these
negative changes in their brains before men do, and specifically as women go through menopause. And
that was a big finding.
Dave:
So, does menopause cause Alzheimer's?
Lisa:
No, no.
Dave:
Because that would suck.
Lisa:
It looks more like... Oh, yeah, that would be worse. No, but it looks like, so there are a lot of changes
that happen in a woman's body and brain as we go through menopause, changes that are not usually
recognized as being neurological in nature. So, we associate menopause with the ovaries, but when
women say that they're having heart flashes, night sweats, insomnia, depression, anxiety, memory
lapses, those symptoms don't start in the ovaries, they start in the brain. They are neurological
symptoms. We're just not used to thinking about them as such.
Dave:
Because of the hypothalamic connection, the control over those?
Lisa:
Two major reasons, the first one being that the brain and the ovaries are connected via the
neuroendocrine system. And this system is run by hormones, and we know the hormones differ
between the genders. So, men have more testosterone and have more estrogens. But what really
matters here is that these hormones differ in their longevity. So for men, testosterone declines very
gradually over time, and usually doesn't run out until very late in life. And that's pretty much a slow and
quite symptom-free process, right? Men can suffer from some irritability or reduce sex drive.
Dave:
We don't hit menopause where we spend like 5-9 years of hell, right?
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Lisa:
Yes. From a female perspective, estrogen declines quite rapidly in midlife, right?
Dave:
Yeah.
Lisa:
When women are usually in their early fifties, and the decline is pretty sudden, relative to testosterone.
Also, it makes no sense to compare, if you will. The point is that women go through menopause in
midlife, and that calls for a reset of this neuroendocrine system, which is really important because we
think of our sex hormones as involved in fertility and reproduction. But in reality, estrogen, like
testosterone, really serves a number of functions in the brain that have nothing to do with having kids,
but everything to do with having energy. So estrogen, and estradiol in particular, there's a number of
functions that have everything to do for energy production in a woman's brain.
Dave:
Yeah.
Lisa:
As well as the immune system is stimulated by estradiol and neuroplasticity as well. But very
importantly, estrogen is key for energy in the brain. So, at a cellular level, estradiol literally pushes
neurons to burn sugar, glucose, to make energy. So if your estrogen is high, your brain energy is high.
But when your estrogen declines, if you don't do something to compensate for that, your brain energy
also declines in some way. So your neurons kind of slow down, and the problem is then, they start aging
faster.
Lisa:
And research, including my own work, is showing that these declines in some women can even lead to
the formation of Alzheimer's plaques. So when women are in their early 50s, usually, but they can also
be earlier, because many and women goes from menopause earlier than age 50, very often because of
medical interventions like a he hysterectomy or an ovariectomy, which is the surgical removal of the
uterus and/or the ovaries. And when so many women have this procedures, almost one in eight
American women that have the uterus and/or ovaries removed, what the problem is then, there is
connection between having these procedures and the higher risk of dementia later in life.
Dave:
Dementia or Alzheimer's, or both?
Lisa:
Both.
Dave:
Okay. That's fascinating.
Lisa:
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Yes.
Maria:
I think the small signs are what we all miss. And if I talk to everybody who kind of was in my position as a
kid, the kind of universal thing is, I wish I'd taken my parent to a neurologist sooner. I wish I had paid
attention to them when they said, "Gosh, I can't remember this," or, "Gosh, I feel like this." Instead,
most people are met with "That's just stress. It's nothing. Relax." They don't pay attention. And I think
trying to change that conversation to, yeah, pay attention, and start paying attention really young.
Maria:
That's what we're trying to do with the Women's Alzheimer's Movement, is reach people in their 30s,
their 40s, their 50s, and say, now is the time to pay attention to your brain health, not start getting
acquainted with your brain when you're in your 60s and 70s. As a doctor said to me recently, "Look, I
have a lot of 70-some people sitting in my waiting room who have great abs and great triceps, and they
have no brain." Meaning that Alzheimer's has taken over.
Maria:
So, I think that trying to shift the conversation, even antiaging isn't really, for me, about making sure
that you don't have wrinkles, or Botox. Antiaging, or longevity, aging well, really I think is a conversation
that we could all have. And so, to me, it's like, what does positive aging look like? What does powerful
aging look like? What does purpose-driven aging look like? What does passionate aging look like? That's
what I want to do.
Maria:
I don't want to live to 180, but you can have that. But I want to live in my 60s, 70s, 80s in a way where
I'm independent, where I feel purposeful, where I feel passionate, where I feel positive about my life,
and that my kids don't feel responsible for me. Where I'm kind of still a viable member of society. I think
that's the goal, certainly for me. And so what I do today, I missed the boat on my 20s and my 30s and my
40s, because I wasn't thinking of that, that wasn't part of the conversation, so I'm late to it. My purpose
is getting people younger to start thinking that way, as soon as possible.
Lisa:
As far as cognitive health is concerned, for many years, we thought that hormonal replacement therapy
actually increased the risk of dementia, which is why we don't usually prescribe it. But recent evidence
shows that there's a window of opportunity to really initiate hormonal therapy, which is prior to
menopause, or at least...
Dave:
Before?
Lisa:
Before menopause, or within five years of menopause onset, where therapy does not have a negative
effect on cognitive performance, but might actually make it better. So, we're now trying to test with
clinical trials and more accurate and more precise and more thorough studies, if that is indeed the case.
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So hopefully, soon enough, we'll be able to at least be able to offer this option to women who can
tolerate it, and for whom the treatment really works well.
Lisa:
But everybody else, we're back to lifestyle, because yeah, you can take vitamin C supplements and
perhaps vitamin E supplements. But we also know that taking supplements sometimes is not as helpful
as obtaining these nutrients from the diet in a consistent way over time. So taking nutrients, taking
supplements for a couple of months may not be as effective as eating the right foods correctly for years.
Dave:
Or not eating the wrong foods.
Lisa:
Yes.
Dave:
A bucket of the bucket of French fries every day is going to trump any other good foods you eat.
Lisa:
100%.
Dave:
A bunch of sugar in all of that, which is missing from a lot of this. People saying, "Oh, I ate the good stuff.
I had my little kale salad, which wasn't good anyway," but then they cancel it out with the diet Coke and
whatever else.
Lisa:
You're right. But this is so true. It's so important to just look at your lifestyle as a whole. And if you eat a
super healthy diet, but you're incredibly stressed out and can't sleep at night, there's only so much that
broccoli can do for you, right? Because stress is a major issue, especially for women's brains. There's a
lot of studies showing how cortisol, which is the main stress hormone, can literally sink your estrogens.
And that's because they work in balance. So, if your cortisol goes up, your estrogen goes down. If your
cortisol goes down, your estrogen goes back up to normal. It's called the [inaudible 00:18:56].
Lisa:
So, it's really important to reduce stress. It doesn't just help your day. It also really helps your brain. And
studies have shown, brain imaging studies are showing that this is particularly the case with women's
brains. So, women's brains seem to be more sensitive to long-term stress than men's brains, at least in
midlife, and especially in connection with menopause. Women who are chronically stressed and they're
having issues with menopause show higher grades of brain shrinkage, as compared to women who are
still going through menopause, but they're not as stressed out.
Maria:
Well, I find all my kids and their friends, and I don't know if it's because they're around me, they're all
thinking about their brain health. They're all thinking about wellness in a way that people weren't
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thinking about 10 years ago. They're in the supermarkets. They're looking at what's in the drinks.
They're educating themselves about the wellness, about juicing, about stress, about health. They're
thinking about their moods. You hear a lot of young women talking about moods today. That never
happened 10 years ago, or 15 years ago.
Maria:
So, I think all of this is really positive. When you think about your brain being connected to your body,
when you about wellness holistically, I think you're happier. You're more focused on right now. You're
focused on, look at, “I want to find a partner who's also thinking like that.” And maybe that'll be the key
to Alzheimer's, is getting people in at such an early age, and making... Part of my work with the
Women's Alzheimer's Movement, and Move For Minds, and my partnership with Equinox, has been to
shift the marketing and the perception of who gets Alzheimer's and when they get it.
Dave:
Let's talk about who gets Alzheimer's, because I don't think most people are aware that two thirds of
Alzheimer's patients are actually women, not men, right?
Maria:
Right, yeah.
Dave:
Like it sort of seems like a problem for old men, but it's problem for old people in general. But it actually
happens more to women. And do we know why?
Maria:
No, and I'm really glad you brought that up, because myself, I got into this because my father had
Alzheimer's. But when I was First Lady of California, I had a big women's conference, and I started
programming breakout sessions about caregiving and about this subject, and more and more women
were coming up to me and saying, "Oh, my mother has it. My mother has it."
Maria:
And I went to researchers all over the country and they're like, "No, there's nothing about that, other
than the fact that women live longer. There's no there there." And I was like, "I don't think you're right. I
think there's a there there."
Maria:
And so we went and got funding for the Shriver Report, partnered with the Alzheimer's Association and
reported that for the very first time to the nation, to leaders, to researchers and scientists, this is a
woman's disease. This disease discriminates against women, and it's not just because they're living
longer. There's something that's going on in women. And we can look at the S chromosome. We can
look at hormones. We can look at inflammation. We can look at autoimmune, all of which affect women
more, to try to find why that is.
Maria:
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That's why I fund women-based research, and I still go around the country, pushing researchers and
doctors to look at women's health differently. Not just when it comes to Alzheimer's. Women's health is
way behind the eight ball. Doctors aren't steeped in it. They don't know anything about hormones, even,
they don't know about... Everything is like, well, there's a lot we don't know. I mean, that should not be
the fallback answer from doctors to women.
Lisa:
There's so much conflicting information out there, and it's really important to look at things that have
been scientifically validated. That means vigorous research and really solid studies, and start with those.
And then, tune in for yourself and just make sure then even if a supplement is not proven in clinical trials
to be effective, but it works for you, fantastic.
Lisa:
The point is, so many women don't know where to start. So, my recommendation is to first really
understand what's happening to you, and to your brain, and to your hormones. And then, look at what
science has shown so far that is really effective and proven to work, and safe, right? Do you need to use
HRT? Because for some women, hormonal therapy is actually a godsend.
Dave:
Oh, yeah.
Lisa:
Right? So many, some women really swear by it. But so many other women swear at it.
Dave:
Exactly. If you do it wrong, it doesn't work.
Lisa:
Or even if you do it right, but your body just doesn't respond correctly. And I think a major problem we
have in the field is that we can measure our hormones in blood, and even those tests are not that great,
but we can't measure it in our brains. So, that's a major issue for clinicians, because you need to dose
the hormones to work inside your brain. There is no correlation between hormones in blood and
hormones in brain. They're almost two separate systems that talk to each other, but the amount of
hormones and their activity in the brain is not the same as the hormones in the rest of your body.
Lisa:
So, we need to have tools that allow us as clinicians to go into a woman's brain and measure that
woman's hormones to really find the right dose for that particular woman's brain and understand, are
your receptors still working? Are they still using the estrogen? Because if they're closes, if it's too late for
you, then there's no point initiating this. There may be no point initiating the therapy for the brain
symptoms, and we should look at something else. But if you are in a good position to respond to
therapy, then let's dose it correctly. Let's do it correctly. Let's time it correctly, based on your own brain.
And this is something that we are doing now. So, this is a tool that we are developing, also thanks to
Maria Shriver, who's funding part of the research. So, yay for Maria and the Women's Alzheimer's
Movement.
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Dave:
Why did you partner with Equinox?
Maria:
Well, I partnered with Equinox because I said, what's the absolute opposite of Alzheimer's? Where is
somewhere that nobody's thinking about Alzheimer's? So, I walked into Equinox, because they were
known for their sexy marketing billboards and messaging. Everybody in there was thinking about their
body, and thinking about looking hot, and thinking all these things. And I said, I want to get that group of
people, and I want them to think about their brains, and I want to go where you least expect to see me.
Maria:
And we started in one club. We moved to four, we moved to five, we moved to six, we moved to eight.
And, we are moving to all 93 of their clubs.
Maria:
I'm doing Move For Minds events in cities where we have brought the rock stars of science and research
together. We're going to talk about the effects of exercise, meditation, sleep, nutrition, stress, all of the
things we now know may contribute to the formation of Alzheimer's.
Maria:
So people say like, "Well, can you say 100%, if I do what you tell me, I'm not going to get Alzheimer's?"
And I'm like, "No, there's no 100% on anything, but I'm telling you, it's the best information that we have
today. And even if we prevent Alzheimer's a year, two years, three years in a family, that's going to save
you financially. That's going to save you emotionally. That's going to save you cognitively."
Maria:
So, I'm operating on every conceivable platform that I can find. I'm in gyms. I'm on television in my
partnership with NBC. I'm on your podcast. I'm partnering with sponsors, I'm partnering with
researchers, I'm funding research. And what's amazing to me, Dave, is everywhere I go, and I talk about
this, it's as if I'm talking about it for the first time to people.
Dave:
Right.
Maria:
I mean, really smart people. And I say this stuff, and people are like, "I didn't know that!" So, that tells
me, it's like a political campaign. It's an emotional campaign, a financial, spiritual. And for me, having
worked in women's empowerment, and having worked in politics, and having worked in the news
business, those areas all my life, this is the ultimate challenge, and it brings all of those areas together.
Dave:
There's got to be some nuggets that we can take and say, these are likely, but not yet proven to be the
good steps you could take to reduce your risk. Like, give me three nuggets.
Lisa:
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I'll give you three nuggets. They do not require testing though, because testing is really expensive. But I
would say, if you do want to talk to a medical professional, then look for somebody who specializes in
Alzheimer's prevention.
Dave:
Okay.
Lisa:
There are more and more clinics around the United States. We are based in New York City. We are the
Alzheimer's Prevention Clinic at Weill Cornell Medicine. There are clinics in California. There's one clinic
in Kansas. There are more clinics, and I have a list at the end of the book in the appendix. So, that could
be a good first step to really enroll in an Alzheimer's prevention program.
Lisa:
If it's more about doing things at home, then what I usually mention is a saying in Latin, which is "mens
sana in corpore sano," which means "a healthy mind and a healthy body." And if you take just the first
eight letters, mens sana, that gives you a breakdown of all the things they can actually do. So, M for
mental stimulation.
Dave:
Okay.
Lisa:
I know that your audience doesn't need to be reminded of that, but really keeping your brain
intellectually stimulated is very important, especially in terms of learning. Learning is to your brain what
exercise is for your muscles. So, your neurons become stronger the more you activate them, and the
more you stimulate them to form connections. So if you are great at chess, playing more chess won't
help you as much as if you start playing bridge. You need to challenge yourself intellectually. If you like
to watch movies, then perhaps watch a documentary or a TEDtalk, where you're learning something. So
that would be my number one thing that everybody can do.
Lisa:
Number two, for E, for mens, M-E-N-S, E would be exercise. Exercise is really important, and we know
that women tend to exercise less than men, and very often it's because we don't have time. However,
research is showing that exercise can reduce risk of Alzheimer's disease substantially, and perhaps even
more in women than in men, probably because we don't exercise as much as men to start with. So,
everybody needs to find some way to keep their bodies moving, because that also simulates the brain
and supports hormonal production in the body and the brain.
Lisa:
Then there's nutrition, diet and nutrition, and for women, we were just starting to talk about it, but
eating a diet that is high in fiber seems to be incredibly important, not just because it supports digestion
and regularity, but also because it really stabilizes the levels of the sex hormone binding globulin, which
is this molecule that in turn stabilizes estrogen levels in blood. So, it helps you.
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Dave:
Two of the things that we know help people avoid Alzheimer's is having a strong community and having
a sense of mission.
Maria:
Right.
Dave:
It seems like you've definitely checked those two boxes in your quest to keep your brain working really
well, probably beyond what, what most people could possibly do.
Maria:
I think I've learned a lot, certainly, I think, what we know about healthy aging, you're interested in
longevity. It's important to have a spiritual life, in that it's important to be in community. It's important
to move, to exercise, to do all those things, which we talk a lot about in Move For Minds. We don't talk a
lot about the spiritual component, but I think you can find spirituality wherever you are. For some
people, their spiritual place is the gym. For some people, it's nature, right?
Maria:
But I think I came late to the nutrition component of all of this, just because I wasn't raised that way.
And so, that's an area of my life that I still need a lot of work on, because I think, like many people, once
you're a sugar addict, it's a tough thing to break, even though you intellectually know it.
Maria:
So changing behavior, I think, is something we all have struggles with. Maybe some people just, maybe
you're just like, got it. Cool. I love the way I feel, so I'm not tempted at all. I'm not that girl. But I think, I
try to check the boxes of, I have a strong spiritual life. I try to stay in community.
Maria:
But I think it's a big issue also for how do people age and stay in community? How do people age and
stay involved? How do people age and feel needed, feel useful, find meaning? These things, we know
the opposite of that, loneliness, isolation, we know that that's not good for the brain or the body, and
that that increases your chances of getting Alzheimer's, or increases the likelihood.
Maria:
So I think I'm really interested in the larger conversation of how we treat people as they age. Do we
discard them? How do families care for parents as they age? Whose job is that? How do we take it from
duty to joy? How do we build our cities to incorporate that? How does corporate America respond to
people as caregivers? So, that's a huge other conversation, but I think it's a really interesting one, and
needed one.
Dave:
I'm fascinated by our whole conversation here, and just looking at the long-term Alzheimer's risks of
hormonal fluctuations in midlife. You're the first person I've ever talked to, and I've talked to a lot of
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people, who's done research on this and called it out. And I'm grateful that you're doing that work,
because the effects that are 10 and 20 and 30 years down the line are the hardest of all things to detect.
Lisa:
Yes.
Dave:
And to measure and to track, and you're successfully doing that. So, thank you for just going out there,
raising the funding, doing the work it's, it's very meaningful you're doing that.
Lisa:
Thank you so much. I really, I put my heart and soul in the research, and I really believe that it is
important.
Dave:
Anything that I didn't ask you that you would like to tell people listening to the show?
Lisa:
I would just like to say that brain health is women's health, and that we really need to take care of our
brains as well. I have so many friends who are like, "I just don't have time for me. I have to work. I have
my family, I have my kids, I have my husband, I have my parents, I have everything else going on in my
life, and me, I am just not the priority at this point." And we really need to make sure that we are also
part of the future, because so many women just lose themselves in everything else that is going on.
Lisa:
And I find, I don't know if you notice that too, but women are incredibly generous in that way, almost
too easily making a sacrifice in some ways, right? And I just put everybody else before me. And then I'll
get a health issue, and then I don't know what to do.
Dave:
Yeah.
Lisa:
So, it's really important to take care of ourselves as well, and our brains are really one of our most
important assets. And the best way to engage in prevention is now. It's never too late to start, but the
sooner we start doing it, the better.
Dave:
And Maria, I'm just so impressed and grateful for the work you're doing around Alzheimer's and around
Move For Minds.
Maria:
Thank you.
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Dave:
And I just think it's so noteworthy and amazing that you're just putting so much of yourself into that
movement, and you can see the awareness change directly as a result of the work you're doing. So,
thank you.
And so, I thank you for your work. I was really happy to do this, not just because I drink your stuff and
eat your stuff and put it in my coffee, but because I think we're on the same mission. I want to spend my
time with people who also believe they have a mission, and are working to try to make the world a little
bit better. Because I think we all can do that, and I think we're all capable of that, and I think that's what
the world needs.
Dave:
It does, indeed.
Dave:
You're listening to the Human Upgrade with Dave Asprey.
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